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Looking back at Olivedale Retirement
Village from August 2014 to February 2018
Dear Owners and Residents,
The CSI staff members are now
in our last month at Olivedale
and we would like to thank each
and every one of you for all the
kindness and support you have
shown us over the past three
and a half years.
When we started here at the
end of July 2014 it was a building site with 36 houses and 87
apartments in the Service Center block - an empty dining room
and no furniture. We walked
around with hard hats and everything was so very dusty. It
didn’t matter how many times
we cleaned it, everything remained covered in dust. 
All the walls in Reception and
the corridor to the Dining Room
were bright green on the first
day we walked in - it looked a
bit psychedelic but luckily it was
changed to something more
neutral.
We have seen so many changes
over the past three years….
Beautiful gardens were added
by the Gardening Committee in
most parts of the Village. They
also arranged two Gardening
Parties which were very successful. Residents sponsored some
benches which were placed
around the village for residents
to reminisce about absent loved
ones in peace and comfort.
Mr. Lawlor donated a beautiful piano to the village which
has given so many people the
opportunity to play and enjoy
the music. Malcolm our audio
specialist is a gem! He is always
willing to assist with anything
whether for a meeting, movie
nights, dance evenings or music
during lunch time.
The first Board of Directors was
elected in 2015 at which time
the first committees in the Village were set up in. We started
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with only 4 committees – Security, Infrastructure & Aesthetics,
Gardens and Social. We now
have 12.
There were big changes in the
Service Providers in our three
years at the Village. Last year
all four the big contracts at ORV
were changed. All of you had
to learn many new names and
get to know new faces and after
lots of teething problems I believe they are all well on their
way.
CUPPA for CANSA was initiated by Rhoda, Charmain and
I. We held 2 very successful
events and we donated R2500
the first year and R3500 in the
second year.
Our Social Committee also became very active organizing all
kinds of functions for the residents: BBQ’s, New Year’s Eve
parties which kept the residents
going until 2am or later, choirs
and the very successful Birthday
Teas each month.
Our very first English Church
Service was held on the 3rd of
October 2014 with a handful
of residents. Trevor and Gwyn
Slade are doing so much for the
Residents in the Village and the
Church has now grown to 100
resident members.
Daar word ook ‘n Afrikaanse
kerkdiens gehou van Januarie
2018 en ek weet hierdie dienste sal ook so suksesvol groei.
Our Frail Care started with 1
patient on 1 August 2014, Mrs.
De-Melim, and has now grown
to all 24 beds currently occupied. It took a long time to
get there and, for the first time,
Matron Petro has had to start a
waiting list.
Megan, the Village hairdresser,
started with only a handful of
resident clients. It has now
grown into a full scale salon with
Cindy to assist. Her salon is a
favourite among residents for a

chat and a friendly cup of coffee. 
When I do have to think about
something negative, I remember
with regret the hold-up we had
in 2016. The Security Committee and I have learnt much from
this experience that resulted in
the regular proactive combating
of all potential security breaches
and improved related communication. We now do regular fence checks on each shift
where we test the Voltage and
the fence alarm to ensure everything is always in perfect working order. The Security Committee has also added four cameras
on the Eastern boundary with
more planned for the Northern
boundary.
On a sad note, we have come to
love so many residents over the
past three years and when they
get their wings, it is like losing a
family member. Without making exceptions, but someone
we particularly came to love,
was Glynis Smithers, one of our
very first residents in the Service
Center block and we extend our
condolences to the family of
again another much loved resident who passed on already this
year, Jan Coetzee.
A project that is close
to my heart is the
Frail Care Garden
and Path. This is my
project before I leave
ORV. We have had
many meetings with
all the different committees like Gardens,
I&A and Health &
Wellbeing. It is now
in its finishing stages
and hopefully by the
end of Feb 2018 the
patients and their
families will finally
have a comfortable
walkway leading to
a lovely area in their
new little garden
where they can enjoy
a cup of tea. I hope
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when you one day may sit there
you will drink a cup on me. 
We enjoyed assisting you at
Reception even if it was just to
catch up or have a laugh. John
was kept equally very busy with
many much needed tasks for all
of us as well as giving valuable
guidance to Sam.
We have had some interesting
experiences with residents getting lost, walking out the gate,
driving off, walking through the
bushes and, my favourite incident, a lady wandering around
(fortunately) wearing only her
dressing gown.
Each one of you made an impression on us somewhere along
the way …..of dit nou was met
‘n sjokolade, Tannie Sophie se
melktert of net ‘n drukkie langs
die pad.
Remember, soon we will be just
across the road and look forward to frequent visits.
Ons sê totsiens, baie dankie,
and rich blessings!

Tracy-Lynne,
Heidi & John

that responsibility. As they say
"Been there - done that"

Editorial
Just a couple of weeks to go
and we enter the start of Autumn – the first of February
is upon us – only 327 shopping days to Christmas if you
count Sundays as shopping
days as well.
We continue to learn a little about our directors and
we have an article gleaned
from the Internet on tips for
saving water usage. This has
become a very hot issue of
late and is very pertinent to
all of us – if you don't think
so – just have a look at the
news trickling (please excuse
the pun) up from the Western Cape. They are in pretty
dire straits as regards their
water supply and we can
only hope that their dams
and other water supplies
are replenished in a big way
once their rainy season starts
(Winter rainfall area) .
We have a retrospective
look at the village from Tracy
as a farewell from the CSI
management team who'll
be leaving us at the end of
February and we also have a
look at drumming and some
of the reasons that it could
be a healthy choice of fun
and exercise.
For those with a very sweet
tooth, have a look at this
month's Honey tea cake recipe - yummm.
One of our directors, Bob
Bromfield, tells us about
himself and his family and
also posts an article on feral
pigeons and an article from
Martin Lockwood warns
of the really clever ways in
which thieves can take advantage our high-tech world
to separate us from our possessions.
Read Tracy's take on the medicinal uses of Cabernet Sauvignon - it should raise a few
chuckles.
'til next time,
Chris.
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Lu’s

RAMBLE

Hello to all my Olivedale family. February 2018 - how time
seems to pass in the blink of an
eye. Holidays and festivities
well behind us. Grandchildren
and great grandchildren back
in learning institutions to the
immense relief of parents. I'm
sure we all remember those
days when the December holidays seemed to be interminably long with the school break
stretching way beyond available work leave.
Keeping small fry entertained
was a lot simpler in our day.
My one granddaughter started
high school this year and I was
horrified to see the lists, eMails
and meetings she had to deal
with. Man, I'm glad I'm a granny and not a parent. A sentiment shared by many I'm sure.
It's wonderful to lavish time and
love on grandkids without all

I for one am so relieved
that the holiday season has
passed and that things are
slowly returning back to normal. Case in point: have you
ever tried to renew a car license over the silly season.
Our one vehicle's license
expired on the 31st December. We had the naive
idea that we could walk into a
post office, join a short queue
and voila – a renewed license.
Well think again! Armed with
completed forms, ID, proof of
residence etc... we started doing the rounds. It would have
helped if there were trained
staff on duty. We were met
with the "system is down – the
technicians are busy looking
into the problem" – "the official
who deals with car licenses is
away" – you name it , excuse
after excuse. I think we visited
just about every Post Office in
Jo'burg – it sure felt like it. Long
story short, we decided to stop
flogging a dead horse and wait
until January. All the gremlins
in the licensing system were
miraculously sorted, all Post Office officials were on duty and
we obtained the license without a peak in blood pressure.
Moral of the story, the Post Office may be open but nobody's
home. All's well that ends well.
We are legitimate road users for

Honey Tea Cake
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 cup flour
½ cup sugar
4 tsp baking powder
¼ tsp salt
3 Tbsp butter or margarine
½ cup milk
1 egg
3 Tbsp Honey  ( or golden
syrup )
1½ Tbsp butter

1. Sift together the dry ingredients.
2. Heat the milk and the 3 Tbsp butter till lukewarm.
3. Beat the egg and add to the milk mixture. Stir this into the
flour mixture and mix thoroughly.
4. Pour the batter into a greased pastry plate and bake immediately in a moderate over at 180º C (350 º F)
for 15
minutes.
5.  Melt the honey and 1½ Tbsp butter and pour over the hot
cake after it has been removed from the oven.
6. Serve hot.

another year.
Watch this space – my driver's
license is up for renewal during
the first quarter and after Maureen's experiences last year, I
am dreading it !
Please put pen to paper and let
us know of some of the irksome
or amusing encounters you
have experienced. We are all
paddling in the same boat.
So looking forward to hearing
from you.
Take care and keep smiling.

THE POST LADIES
by Di Main
I am sure that the Post Ladies
are a familiar sight to most of
you on a Wednesday afternoon. Three of them have
been sorting the post for the
Village since its inception and
Jeanette has recently joined
the group to help with the load
which has increased.
The post is first sorted into size
and then number order after
which the items are put into
the residents’ letter boxes. The
bigger mail is sorted separately
and placed in the drawers in
reception to be collected at
the recipient’s leisure. A slip is
then posted into the post boxes to alert the owner of the box
that there is large mail waiting
for them.
A large amount of envelopes
received by these ladies do not
have Unit numbers on them
so they have to be processed
separately in order for them to
get to their destination safely.
It seems that the group work
well together and have also become good friends. They aim
to serve the Community they
live in but enjoy the task at the
same time.
An appeal is made to all the
residents to please empty their
post boxes regularly otherwise
it makes delivery of letters difficult and indeed this newsletter
as well.

20 Ways to Conserve Water at Home
March 22 is World Water Day!
Read and share the following
tips, and do your part to help
reduce our overall water consumption!
With more and more areas
struggling with droughts, conserving water is more important than ever. Even if you’re
not living in a drought-stricken
region, cutting back on water
use also means a lower utility
bill and helps conserve a precious resource.
Whether you’re ready to cut
back on your showers or replace your lawn with water-wise
plants, there are lots of big and
small ways that you can conserve water around the home.
Don’t worry if you can’t do everything on this list. Just pick a few
things to start with, and do more
as you can. Even a few small
changes can add up to hundreds
of litres in water savings each
year! Here are 20 water-saving
tips to get you going…
1. Shower Bucket. Instead
of letting the water pour
down the drain, stick a
bucket under the faucet
while you wait for your
shower water to heat up.
You can use the water for
flushing the toilet or watering your plants.
2. Turn off the tap while
brushing your teeth. Water comes out of the average faucet at 11 litres per
minute. Don’t let all that
water go down the drain
while you brush! Turn off
the faucet after you wet
your brush, and leave it off
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until it’s time to rinse.
some serious water sav3. Turn off the tap while
ings.
washing your hands. Do 9. Choose efficient fixtures.
you need the water to run
Aerating your faucets, inwhile you’re scrubbing
vesting in a low-flow toilet,
your hands? Save a few lichoosing efficient shower
tres of water and turn the
heads, and opting for a
faucet off after you wet
Water Sense rated dishyour hands until you need
washer and washing mato rinse.
chine can add up to big
4. If it’s yellow, let it mellow.
water savings.
This tip might not be for 10. Shrink your lawn. Even
everyone, but the toilet
better: lose the lawn comis one of the most waterpletely. Instead, opt for a
intensive fixtures in the
landscape that incorpohouse. Do you need to
rates water wise ground
flush every time?
cover, succulents, and
5. Fix your leaks. Whethother plants that thrive in
er you go DIY or hire a
drought conditions.
plumber, fixing leaky fau- 11. Don’t run the dishwasher
cets can mean big water
or washing machine unsavings.
til it’s full. Those
6. Re-use
your
Water fact: One half-loads add up
pasta cooking
to litres and litres
in eight people
liquid. Instead
of wasted water.
worldwide does 12. Keep an
of dumping that
not have access eye on your bill
water down the
drain, try drain- to clean drinking to spot leaks. If
ing your pasta
your water bill
water.
water into a
spikes suddenly,
large pot. Once it cools,
there’s a good chance that
you can use it to water
a leak is the culprit. Call in
your plants. Just make sure
a plumber to check your
you wait, because if you
lines to save water and
dump that boiling water
cash!
on your plants, you might 13. Install a rain barrel. Rainharm them.
water harvesting is a great
7. Head to the car wash.
way to keep your plants
If you feel compelled to
hydrated without turning
wash your car, take it to a
on the hose or sprinkler.
car wash that recycles the 14. Flush with less. Older toiwater, rather than washing
lets use a lot of water. You
at home with the hose.
can reduce your usage by
8. Cut your showers short.
sinking a half gallon jug of
Older shower heads can
water in the toilet tank. Do
use as much as 23 litres of
NOT use a brick, because
water per minute. Speed
it will break down and the
things up in the shower for
sediment can damage your

tank.
15. Water outdoor plants in
the early morning. You’ll
need less water, since
cooler morning temperatures mean losing less water to evaporation. It’s not
a great idea to water in the
evenings, since this can
promote mold growth.
16. Hand-washing a lot of
dishes? Fill up your sink
with water, instead of letting it run the whole time
that you’re scrubbing.
17. Use less electricity. Power
plants use thousands of litres of water to cool. Do
your part to conserve power, and you’re indirectly
saving water, too!
18. Wash Fido outdoors. That
way, you’re watering your
yard while you’re cleaning
your pup. Just make sure
that the soap you’re using
isn’t harmful to your plants!
19. Skip the shower from time
to time. Do you really
need to shower multiple
times a day or even daily?
Skipping even one shower
a week adds up to big water savings.
20. Re-use grey water. Check
to make sure that this is
legal where you live, but
in some areas you can do
things like re-route the
runoff from your clothes
washer and use that water
for things like flushing the
toilet.
What are some ways that you
guys save water around the
home? Let’s keep the conservation going in the comments!

10 Health Reasons
to Start Drumming
Drumming can have
positive effects on
your health and may
help with many conditions from stress,
fatigue, and
anxiety, to
hypertension, asthma,
chronic pain, arthritis,
mental illness,
addiction, and even
cancer.

5.

6.

Here’s why drumming is good
for you:
1. Makes you happy.
Participate in a drum circle or take a cardio drumming class and you will see
how happy it makes you.
Drumming releases endorphins, enkephalins and
Alpha waves in the brain,
which are associated with
general feelings of wellbeing and euphoria.
2. Induces deep relaxation.
In one study, blood samples from participants who
participated in an hourlong drumming session revealed a reversal in stress
hormones.
3. Helps control chronic
pain.
Drumming can certainly
serve as a distraction from
pain. And, it promotes the
production of endorphins
and endogenous opiates,
which are the body’s own
morphine-like painkillers.
4. Boosts your immune
system.
Studies show that drumming circles boost the
immune system. Barry
Bittman, MD, neurologist and President of the
Yamaha Music & Wellness
Institute, has shown that
4

7.

8.

9.

group drumming actually
increases natural T-cells,
which help the body combat cancer as well as other
viruses, including AIDS.
Creates a sense of
connectedness.
Drumming circles and
group drumming classes
provide an opportunity
for “synchronicity” in that
you connect with your
own spirit at a deeper level
while also connecting with
other like-minded people.
Aligns your body and
mind with the natural
world.
The Greek origin of the
word “rhythm” is “to flow.”
Drumming allows you to
flow with the rhythms of
life by simply feeling the
beat.
Provides a way to access
a higher power.
Shamans often use drumming as a means to integrate mind, body and
spirit. They focus on the
whole body and then integrate the healing at both
the physical and spiritual
level by drumming, which
connects spiritual forces.
Releases negative
feelings.
The act of drumming can
serve as a form of selfexpression. You can literally drum out your feelings. When held, negative
emotions can form energy
blockages. The physical
stimulation of hitting the
drums can help remove
those blockages. Drumming has even been used
therapeutically to help addicts deal with their emotions.
Puts you in the present
moment.
While drumming you are
moving your awareness toward the flow of life. When
you are flowing with the

rhythm of life you cannot
be caught up in your past
or worrying about your future.
10. Allows for personal
transformation.
Drumming stimulates creative expression. When you
drum in a group, you not
only get to self-express,
but you get feedback from
the other drummers. It’s
the equivalent of talk therapy! Drum circles provide
a means of exploring your
inner self, and expanding
your consciousness while
being part of a community.
Your Brain on Drums
Drumming is a great workout
for your brain and actually can
make you smarter because
when you drum you access
your entire brain. Research
shows that the physical transmission of rhythmic energy to
the brain actually synchronizes
the left and right hemispheres.
So, when the logical left hemisphere and the intuitive right
hemisphere of your brain begin to pulsate together, your
inner guidance system – or
intuition – becomes stronger.
And listening to drum sounds
regularly can have the same effect as drumming itself.
The sound of drumming generates new neuronal connections in all parts of the brain.
The more connections that can
be made within the brain, the
more integrated our experi-

ences become. This leads to
a deeper sense of self-awareness.
Drumming also appears to
synchronize the lower areas of
the brain (non-verbal) with the
frontal cortex (language and
reasoning). This integration
produces feelings of insight
and certainty.
For these reasons therapeutic
drumming may be a powerful tool in helping retrain the
brains of people who have
some level of damage or impairment, such as with Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD),
after a stroke, or where there
is neurological disease such as
Parkinson’s.
Finally, drumming can induce
a natural “high” by increasing Alpha brain waves. When
the brain changes from Beta
waves (concentration) to Alpha waves, you feel calm and
relaxed.
As such, Alpha waves can also
produce feelings of well-being
and even euphoria, which may
help people who suffer from
mental illness, such as depression and anxiety.
This same Alpha activity is associated with meditation and
other integrative modes of
consciousness.
Looking forward to it!
Blessings, Faye

Historic Birthdays in February
1 Feb 1915 – Sir Stanley
Matthews, the first ever
soccer player to be knighted,
he made 880 first-class
appearances
playing 54
times for
England,
spread over
an amazing
22 years.
Here’s an
image of him
in a typical
pose.
4 Feb 1920 – Sir Norman
Wisdom, one of the true
greats of British comedy and
international star of stage,
television and the silver
screen.
5 Feb 1788 – Robert Peel,
Lancashire-born Conservative
politician and Prime Minister,
as Home Secretary he

reorganised the
London police
force who are
still referred to
today as the
‘Peelers’ or
‘Bobbies’.
7 Feb 1812 – Charles
Dickens, the most widely
known English writer after
Shakespeare, his many novels
present a vivid portrayal of
social life in Victorian England.
10 Feb 1894 – Harold
Macmillan, Conservative
politician and Prime Minister
1957-63; Famously led his
party to victory in the 1959
elections with the slogan
‘You’ve never had it so good’.
12 Feb 1809 – Charles Robert
Darwin, scientist and founder
of the modern theory of
evolution. His book “On the
Origin of Species by Means

of Natural Selection” in 1859,
aroused bitter controversy as
it disagreed with the Book of
Genesis in the Bible.
17 Feb 1934 – Alan Bates,
actor of stage, television and
the silver
screen, his
films include
Georgy Girl,
The GoBetween and
Secret Friends.
22 Feb 1857 – Sir Robert
Baden-Powell, soldier and
hero of the Siege of Mafeking
in the Boer War, he is best
known however as the
founder of the Boy Scout
movement (1908) and, with
his sister Agnes, of the Girl
Guides (1910).

of the Quarrymen, who
adopted the name The Beatles
in 1960. He went solo after
the group disbanded in 1970,
releasing My Sweet Lord that
year.
27 Feb 1932 – Dame
Elizabeth Taylor, London-born
film star. She moved with
her family to Los Angeles in
1939, where she made her
screen debut at the age of
ten. Famous for her many
Academy Award nominations
and marriages.

25 Feb 1943 – George
Harrison, Liverpool-born pop
musician and former member

Olivedale
Retirement
Village

Douglasdale
Retirement
Village

Featherbrooke
Hills Retirement
Village

To all Owners
Please note: We urgently need more units for sale or to let please!!!
We have clients waiting for 2 bed cottages!

Cottages:
• 2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, storeroom, lounge/dining room, covered patio, private
garage and single garage 							
R 1 600 000.00
• 3 bedroom house, 2 bathrooms, large lounge/dining room, covered patio and
private garden with beautiful view and double garage
R 2 795 000.00
Apartments:
• 1 bed, 1 bath with shower, lounge/dining room balcony and carport
R    690 000.00
• 2 bedrooms, both northfacing, 1 bathroom, lounge dining room with balcony,
Plus many extras  
R 1 250 000.00
Cottages:
• 2 bed, 1 bath, lounge/dining room, covered patio and private garden
TO LET:
• 1 bed, 1 bathroom, lounge/dining room apartment plus carport
• Available for sale at Olivedale
Retirement Village A lovely 1 bedroom garden apartment close to
all facilities. R1 050 000 Asking.

Please phone Lilianne, 082 854 4466 to arrange a viewing!
or Email: Lilianne@mweb.co.za
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R 2 400 000.00
R 6 500.00 pm
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224 What a spider leaves
226 BB Player Abdul Jabar
228 Awakes (2 wds.)
230 Almond
231 Fling
233 Writer Bombeck
234 Farm
236 Scarce Resource
Discussed in this issue
238 Slog
240 Loiter
243 Escudo
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244 Capital of Western
Samoa
245 South southeast
246 Wrath
247 Stuck up person
249 French "yes"
250 Physics process
253 Seasoned rice
255 Store
257 Shaken violently
259 Mold
260 Hoosier state
261 Pen stuff
262 Smells good
263 River (Spanish)
264 Weal
265 Time zone
266 Monosodium glutamate
267 Spots
268 Bedroom furniture
269 Rodent
DOWN
2 Renting period of a house
3 Former president of U.S.
4 Old
5 Whine
6 Stroke (3 wds.)
7 Abdominal muscles
(abbr.)
8 Loose gown worn at mass
9 Office furniture
10 Part of a week
11 Snake
12 __ house
13 Genetic code
14 Wing
15 Lowers
16 Lethargic
17 Lean
18 Container top
19 _____ Taylor
20 Proud
23 Examine
26 Bird homes
28 Eager
30 Murmur
31 Hades
33 Alignment
35 Drudge
37 Vase
38 Not (refix)
46 European monetary unit
48 Clip
49 Overnight case
50 City Boca ___
51 Drowsy
52 Plan of action
53 Raggedy Ann's friend
54 Roman garments
56 Chimes
58 Midwestern state
60 Shun
62 Be fond of
63 Legal claim to property
64 Mountain Time

65 Electromagnetism
discoverer
66 Nonpoisonous
70 Type of screwdriver
71 Small chapel
72 Gain
74 Kill
76 Not this
77 Stops
78 Bread leavening
79 Greek god of war
80 Speech
83 Expired
85 Bottle for salad dressings
87 Knight's game
88 Body of water for
recreation
91 Cough drop
94 Battle-axe
96 Spanish 'friend'
97 Family wars
98 Withered
100 Ca. University
101 Suggest
102 Geneve
103 Comforts
104 "__ porridge hot..."
106 Executive
108 Go at it alone
110 Defeating by election
111 What a unicorn has one
of
113 Tender loving care
114 Official canine registry
(abbr.)
116 Afghan currency
119 Disease bourne by
mozzies
121 Swag
123 Frown
124 Make a face
127 Birthmark
128 Biff
130 Date
132 Sea eagle
134 Cram
135 Time period
136 Baby fox
137 Winter hazard
139 Jogged
141 Extension (abbr.)
145 IBM Competitor
146 Card game
147 Circle, as in planets
148 Ancient Italy dwellers
149 Marketplace
151 Butterfly's cousin
152 Raise the price
153 Malicious person
154 Islands
155 Heat giver
157 Arbiter
159 Tableland
160 Track
161 Rind
163 Animal's hind part

165 Make lace
167 Pier
169 Judged
171 Brand of cotton tipped
sticks
173 Sources
175 Cubans, for example
176 Buddies
178 Terminated
179 Persons
181 Flightless birds
182 Ski coats
185 Attentive
186 Join metal
188 Planted seeds
190 Nail
193 Mischief-maker
195 Closer
197 Dynamic __
198 Murder one’s close
relative
199 Tryout
200 Harvested
201 Duck
202 Crooked
203 Revel
205 Sports channel
206 Whizzes
207 Stage of life
209 Bounce
210 Brass
212 East southeast
214 Disadvantage
216 Drag
218 Turfs
221 Copius
224 Reviewer
225 Vessel
226 Afloat
227 Injure seriously
228 Water birds
229 Made puns
231 Dread
232 Drug
233 Environmental protection
agency (abbr)
235 Major world religion
237 Animal catching devices
239 Governor (abbr.)
241 Regret
242 Small fry
244 A wager (2 wds.)
248 Eruct
251 Cause of sickness
252 Central daylight time
253 Plod
254 Fruit
255 Precedes an alias
256 __ Lanka
257 Lad
258 Tell a tall tale

Solution on
Page 11

Not all Thieves
are Stupid
submitted by Martin Lockwood
1. LONG–TERM PARKING
Some people left their car in
the long-term parking at San
Jose while away, and someone
broke into the car. Using the
information on the car's registration in the glove compartment, they drove the car to the
people's home in Pebble Beach
and robbed it. So I guess if we
are going to leave the car in
long-term parking, we should
NOT leave the registration and
insurance cards in it, nor your
remote garage door opener.
This gives us something to
think about with all our new
electronic technology.
2. GPS:
Someone had their car broken into while they were at a
football game. Their car was
parked on the green which
was adjacent to the football
stadium and specially allotted
to football fans. Things stolen
from the car included a garage
door remote control, some
money and a GPS which had
been prominently mounted
on the dashboard. When the
victims got home, they found
that their house had been
ransacked and just about everything worth anything had
been stolen. The thieves had
used the GPS to guide them
to the house. They then used
the garage remote control to
open the garage door and gain
entry to the house. The thieves
knew the owners were at the
football game, they knew what
time the game was scheduled
to finish and so they knew how
much time they had to clean
out the house. It would appear
that they had brought a truck
to empty the house of its contents. Something to consider
if you have a GPS – don't put
your home address in it. Put a
nearby address (like a store or
gas station) so you can still find
your way home if you need to,
but no one else would know
where you live if your GPS
were stolen.
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3. CELL PHONES:
I never thought of this! This
lady has now changed her
habit of how she lists her
names on her cell phone after
her handbag was stolen. Her
handbag, which contained her
cell phone, credit card, wallet, etc... was stolen. Twenty
minutes later when she called
her hubby, from a pay phone
telling him what had happened, hubby says, "I received
your text asking about our Pin
number and I've replied a little
while ago." When they rushed
down to the bank, the bank
staff told them all the money
was already withdrawn. The
thief had actually used the stolen cell phone to text "hubby"
in the contact list and got hold
of the pin number. Within 20
minutes he had withdrawn all

the money from their bank account. Moral lesson:
a. Do not disclose the relationship between you and
the people in your contact
list.
Avoid using names
like Home, Honey, Hubby,
Sweetheart, Dad, Mom,
etc...
b. ...and very importantly,
when sensitive info is being
asked through texts, CONFIRM by calling back.
c. Also, when you're being
texted by friends or family
to meet them somewhere,
be sure to call back to confirm that the message came
from them. If you don't
reach them, be very careful
about going places to meet
"family and friends" who
text you.
4. PURSE IN THE GROCERY
CART SCAM:
A lady went grocery-shopping
at a local mall and left her purse
sitting in the children's seat

of the cart while she reached
something off a shelf. Wait till
you read the WHOLE story!
Her wallet was stolen, and she
reported it to the store personnel. After returning home, she
received a phone call from the
Mall Security to say that they
had her wallet and that although
there was no money in it, it did
still hold her personal papers.
She immediately went to pick
up her wallet, only to be told by
Mall Security that they had not
called her. By the time she returned home again, her house
had been broken into and burglarized. The thieves knew that
by calling and saying they were
Mall Security, they could lure her
out of her house long enough for
them to burglarize it.
*PLEASE PASS THIS ON
Even if this does not pertain to
you, please let your family and
friends know so they don't get
caught in a scam.

Feral Pigeons
By Bob Bromfield
Feral pigeons (Columba livia domestica), also called
city doves, city pigeons, or
street pigeons are pigeons that
are derived from the domestic pigeons that have returned
to the wild.

In South Africa the feral pigeon is a descendant of the
domestic homing pigeons introduced to South Africa from
Europe in the 1800s. They typically hang out in large flocks
and are attracted to human
settlements particularly where
food is put out for them.
Feral pigeons can be grey,
brown, or white, but are
usually grey in colour with
two black bars across each

wing and iridescent feathers
around the neck. There are
no visible differences between
males and females.
In cities and towns around the
world these pigeons have become a huge problem because
of the mess they make with
their droppings which, once
they have dried, are very difficult to remove. It only takes
one person to stand in the
town square and scatter seed
about and the birds will descend en masse.
If this is a regular occurrence
they will hang about in anticipation, perching on whatever
affords them a view and of
course making a mess.

Estates and Villages such as our
own are very attractive to these

pigeons for the same reason –
a regular supply of food and
water without having to venture out to find it. What more
could they ask for!
Potential health risks and examples of damage include:
• Transmission of diseases
such as histoplasmosis,
cryptococcosis, & psittacosis
(ornithosis).
• Attraction of ticks, mites,
cockroaches and rats to their
nest sites.
• Unpleasant odour and noise
issues.
• Damage to buildings and
monuments due to the highly corrosive nature of pigeon
droppings.
• Extensive damage to airconditioning units and other
roof top machinery.
We at Olivedale Retirement
Village have had an ongoing
problem with feral pigeons and
the issue has been addressed
before in our newsletters.
Continued on P9

By Ian Young
Malaria is one of the World’s
scourges and attempts to
eradicate it have not met with
a great deal of success. Sometimes the cure can be worse
than the disease and those
who remember using liberal
amounts of DDT trying to keep
our environment bug-free will
also remember the world-wide
ban on its use as the downstream effects of this poison
became apparent. I have two
stories regarding malaria.
Living in Central Africa I took
anti malaria pills regularly over
a 12 year period before my
doctor advised that I must be
careful regarding the long term
effects of such doses and I
stopped taking any medicines.
For most of the time I was living in a relatively mosquito
free area and relied on the use
of insect repellents when sitting out in the evening and my
house windows all had mosquito gauze on them so the
risks seemed pretty minimal.
I was called upon to escort a
team of visiting Architects from
Singapore who were examining the potential of a number of
sites for a possible six-star hotel

complex in the country. After a
very busy week of assessments
I had booked them into a local Game Park for a rest before
they flew back home.
Access to the main camp is by
river and the five mile journey
upstream navigating herds of
hippo and disturbing sunbathing crocodiles may seem very
normal to all of us African
residents but caused great excitement to the visiting team.
Further thrills were provided
in the form of a tented camp
around a Lapa where dinner
was served.
The next morning I was faced
with a problem. Overnight the
weather had changed and the
river was clouded in a thick mist
with minimum visibility. The
Singapore team were extremely
anxious not to miss their return
flights and were desperate to

Feral Pigeons – Continued from P8
It only takes a few people to
carry on feeding them and the
problem will persist. So what
must we do?
Removing food sources
The most effective way of
discouraging feral pigeons
from infesting houses and
public areas is to not feed
them. The number of pigeons
in an area is determined by
the availability of a sustainable
food supply. A plentiful food
supply encourages year round
breeding; therefore, the removal of the food source will
result in less breeding and will
also encourage the pigeons to
move to another location. We
request that you don’t put out
seed and bread to which they
9

are very partial but rather fruit
and vegetables which is not
their preferred choice of food.

get down river to the carpark
to continue their journey. We
ended up hurtling down river
in the dense fog with the crocs
and hippos greatly disturbed
and my sitting at the tiller with
everything crossed hoping that
we were not going to collide
with anything.
Luck was with us and they flew
off to Singapore and I went
home to discover three weeks
later that I had picked up the
wrong sort of mosquito bites
at the Game Park Lapa. Living
alone at the time, I retired to
my bed with a bottle of pills
alongside and instructed my
houseman to make quite sure
that I took them regularly as
prescribed. I don’t remember
much more after that. Friends
called round a couple of days
later to find me in a delirious
condition and a set of pills set
out lovingly in a straight line on
the bedside table. My houseman insisted that I had only
told him to set out the pills –
not to make sure I took them!

Proofing and Nest removal
Preventing pigeons from gaining access to potential nesting or roosting sites or places
where they perch. If you see
pigeons nest building please
inform Admin to have the nest
removed.

With a diagnosis of cerebral
malaria I was medivac’ed into
Lanseria one very icy evening
and spent an hour on the tarmac under one of those shiny
blankets while my medical
team roused the necessary authorities to get clearances sorted. I spent three weeks in the
Sandton Clinic recovering – a
near miss!

In some cases Bird Spikes can
be used as a deterrent.

Standards of beauty vary from
country to country. In many
places a waif like model who
would grace any international
catwalk would be totally overlooked in preference to a wellmade female who would be
more at home as a second row
rugby forward.

My secretary was one of the
latter and during the course
of her employment broke two
secretarial chairs until I found
something sufficiently sturdy to
carry her easily.
Mrs Manda also contracted
cerebral malaria and was admitted to the Seventh Day
Hospital a few hundred metres
from my office situated on the
Main Street. Like me she became delirious but her affliction took a different path.
She somehow got out of bed
and escaped from the hospital
and went running down the
Main Street towards my office wearing nothing but one
of those dreadful gowns that
open only at the back. Pursuing her were two local nurses
clutching a hypodermic needle full of tranquiliser shouting
at the tops of their voices for
her to return. Main Street is always full of street vendors and
two of them tackled her to the
ground only for her to shed her
gown in its entirety and continue down the street ‘au natural’
as it were. She was eventually cornered and calmed but,
as usual, the hospital had no
ambulance available and I was
recruited to provide the transport. We left the scene which
by now had gathered a large
crowd with Mrs Manda in the
back seat of my Mercedes being sat upon by the two nurses
while she screamed out of the
window that I was trying to kill
her!
From then on the two potato
sellers who had tackled her to
the ground made of point of
greeting me with the question
‘And how is Mrs Manda today?’
Malaria has a lot to answer for.

Questionable
Medical
Advice??

Submitted by Tracy.
I don't understand why prescription medicine is allowed
to advertise on TV or why anyone would think of trying one
of the medicines after listening
to the laundry list of warnings
of possible side effects. But this
is definitely an exception!
• Do you have feelings of inadequacy?
• Do you suffer from shyness?
• Do you sometimes wish you
were more assertive?
• Do you sometimes feel
stressed?
If you answered yes to any of
these questions, ask your doctor or pharmacist about Cabernet Sauvignon.
Cabernet Sauvignon is the safe,
natural way to feel better and
more confident. It can help
ease you out of your shyness
and let you tell the world that
you're ready and willing to do
just about anything.
You will notice the benefits of
Cabernet Sauvignon almost
immediately and, with a regimen of regular doses, you'll
overcome obstacles that prevent you from living the life
you want.
Shyness and awkwardness
will be a thing of the past. You
will discover talents you never
knew you had.
Cabernet Sauvignon may not
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be right for everyone. Women
who are pregnant or nursing
should not use it but women
who wouldn't mind nursing
or becoming pregnant are encouraged to try it.
Side effects may include:
Dizziness, nausea, vomiting,
incarceration, loss of motor
control, loss of clothing, loss of
money, delusions of grandeur,
table dancing, headache, dehydration, dry mouth, and a
desire to sing Karaoke and play
all-night Strip Poker, Truth Or
Dare, and Naked Twister.

TONGUE IN CHEEK

By Di Main
All our residents will be aware
that we have a lovely pool
just off the entrance into our
Service Centre. It is, it seems,
not that well utilized by the
people who live here but I
have been using the pool at
5 am most mornings and it is
a really lovely time to have a
dip.

Warnings:
The consumption of Cabernet Sauvignon may make you
think you are whispering when
you are not.

After the initial cold shock as
you step into the pool, the
water is lovely and warm and
then you have the time to
envelop yourself in the silence
of the sleeping Village with
just the pool pod for company.
He follows me wherever I
go in the pool and we have
wonderful games together.
I have even found myself
talking to him. Hmmm!

The consumption of Cabernet
Sauvignon may cause you to
tell your friends over and over
again that you love them.

I have also become aware
that the same two pigeons sit
on the wall and observe me
with the same curiosity as the
pool pod and also amazement

The consumption of Cabernet
Sauvignon may cause you to
think you can sing.
The consumption of Cabernet
Sauvignon may create the illusion that you are tougher,
smarter, faster and better looking than most people.
Please feel free to share this
important information!
LIFE IS A CABERNET OLD
CHUM!
COME TO THE CABERNET!

that a human being is actually
awake at that hour. They
coo (is that what they call
it?) and tell me all their news
and are soon joined by what
looks like Swifts who sit on
the flood light and cheer my
endeavours on.
I have also rescued many a Rose
Beetle who has mistakenly
taken the pool as a good place
to have a drink of water. Oh,
I should also mention that on
two different occasions, I have
rescued a spider sailing into
the middle of the pool on a
dry leaf. I noticed that on both
times they scuttled off once
they arrived on terra firma, I
am sure, happy to be back on
dry land.
Well, dear folks, I would like
to encourage you to visit and
use the pool. It is there for
your convenience and it is
kept beautifully clean for all to
use. It is also a good form of
exercise without taxing your
body.

Smalls, Notices and Classifieds
Only available to residents
of the Village
One-Liners - what you have,
what you do and what you
want for it. This is a free service for all our ORV family.
Contact the Communications
Committee.

derful day and an amazing year
to follow. We wish you good
health, comfort, contentment
and the unending love and
support of family and friends.
We salute all our February Babies.
The Communications Team

A Letter of Thanks
We would like to thank the
residents for their patience and
indulgence over the holiday
period. Lawns became rather
long and verges unkempt - but
like all working people, the
gardeners had the period off to
travel home and be with their
families.

A gentle reminder . . .
To our readers and their guests
– a gentle reminder that the
speed limit in the village is 15
kph and pedestrians ALWAYS
have the right of way. Remember residents, if your guest(s)
are caught speeding – YOU
will be the one who pays the
fine !

This is an important time for
them as well as for ourselves.

Bereavement Counselling
Everyone of us has experienced the loss of someone
close and even a loved pet.
Adjusting to life without them
can be very difficult and traumatic, with depression ,anger
and deep sadness .
Bereavement counselling may
be able to provide support during this period to help understand the emotions and how to
cope and to move forward.
The Health and Well-Being
Committee is now able to offer residents a bereavement
service. We are very grateful to
Andre Jelliman and Errol van
der Merwe who have offered

We were all cheered to see
them back at work and putting their backs into the task
of getting everything shipshape
again. They did an excellent
job of putting everything to
rights in excessive heat.
Hats off to an excellent team,
and once again thanks to our
understanding villagers.
Happy Birthday!
We would like to wish all our
residents celebrating their
birthday in February, a won-

Articles for Submission
Hand written submissions for inclusion into Olive Branch can
be handed in at reception for Tracy's attention.
Electronic submissions can be eMailed to:
olivebranch@olivedalerv.co.za
Deadline is 22nd of each month.

their help. There is also an external group of Compassionate
Friends available.
Contact Nos:
Errol 5074.

Once again we are reaching out to our fellow villagers and
appealing to your generosity. February already and our
warm summer months are drawing to an end. The craft
ladies are frantically knitting jerseys, blankets, scarves and
beanies to keep little bodies warm in Winter. These children have no home or support whatsoever, and we feel
if we can just make the biting cold months easier for one
child at a time, we are making a difference. We are appealing for any wool donations of funds to purchase wool and
we'll do the rest. If you can ply a set
of knitting needles and would like
to join us, we would welcome you
with open arms. All donations of
wool or funds, can be collected by
contacting Lu on 5389 or Norma on
5107. They can also be dropped off
on any Thursday after 2 p.m. when
the craft club meets. This is really
a good cause and something in
which we are proud to be involved.
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On the lighter side
Q: How did Native Americans
say vegetarian?
A: "Bad hunter!"
“Becoming a vegetarian is a
huge missed steak.”
Person 1: I just burned 2000
calories in 20 minutes.
Person 2: How?!
Person 1: I forgot to take my
brownies out of the oven.
I was going to grow an herb
garden, but I couldn’t find the
thyme.
Q: What do you get when you
play Tug-of-War with a pig?
A: Pulled-Pork.
Solution:

A Special Appeal

Andre
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Quote of the Month

The pessimist
complains about
the wind;
the optimist
expects it to
change;
the realist
adjusts the sails.
William Arthur Ward
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